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mean the socialising afterwards of course, as for the dreary meeting
and the election of the same old Committee again,
enough said! No, I jest, thanks chaps, the committee, for your willingness to serve and help where
you can. The meeting went well too, with a lot of
good humoured banter, and of course the reports
and formalities. Thanks to
Alan ZS1AAX as the interim
Chairman regarding the election of the new Committee,
and Peter ZS1PMH for all the
help with the financial statements and general guidance.
And to all who attended, I do believe there were about thirty five
members present, most
appreciated!
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After much trepidation as to the state
of the weather, the morning of the AGM dawned bright and sunny,
and we could not have wished for a better day. This was indeed a
good omen, as it heralded what was to be a very pleasant afternoon.
The „die- hard‟s‟ arrived from about 12:30 to prepare for the event,
and then all of a sudden it was show time! The general meeting
started almost on time and then everything just fell into place.
See Overleaf...
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Chairman’s Chat

Cont:

There was a bit of concern as at one stage during the afternoon, it
looked as if we had over catered again.
However, slowly, the soup and doughnuts
became irresistible, and then our caterers
became quite busy, our thanks to Anne
and Rob ZS1SA for the excellent catering,
and bar duties.
Congratulations as well to Anne (who
is also our Ragchew Editor,)
for your new “honorary” call-sign,
ZS1ANNE,

“We need to have
more of the „Flea

Our numbers swelled considerably when those who brought stuff to
the „Flea Market‟ arrived and displayed their wares. Trestle tables
were set out on the lawn in front of the club house, and in no time
there was a bustle of bartering and selling. As always, we all find
something that I‟m sure we need, and everything seems to be a bargain. New friends were made and it was pleasant to meet old acquaintances again.

market‟ type of
event, as it brings a
lot of our
contemporary‟s
together. “

And then it was all over, everything was tidied up and before 17:00
we were on our way home, savouring the experiences we enjoyed. I
do believe that the whole afternoon was a tremendous success, and
here again thanks to all for just being there and contributing of yourself!
Continued Overleaf...
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Chairman’s Chat

Cont:

We need to have more of the „Flea market‟ type of event, as it brings a
lot of our contemporary‟s together. Although this occurrence is primarily to raise funds for whatever, the socialising has a much greater
impact.

As a committee, we have discussed a big bring and buy in March
next year, and then, it may even be that at our annual closing social we
may do the same as at the AGM.
It is rather sad though, that the bulk of what is sold at the „Flea Markets‟ are from the estates of silent keys. However, I‟m sure that if we
all went through our junk boxes, and were ruthless in getting rid of
what we did not need, we could accumulate a vast amount of goods
and have a bumper sale. Think about it and if needs be we could form
a sub-committee to co-ordinate the affair. Let us know your thoughts
and or ideas!
That‟s all for now!
Take Care, 73 to all,
de ZS1FW
Noel

Cha
irm
an’s
Chu
ckle
!!!

“It is rather sad
though, that the bulk
of what is sold at the
„Flea Markets‟ are
from the estates of
silent keys.”

N.B.
An informal meeting
this month, that will
take place at the
Greenpoint Lighthouse
on Saturday 20th
August
(The Committee will meet
at a later date TBC)
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Secretary's Report…

Russell ZS1VK

Hi all, now that the dust of the AGM has
settled, a friendly reminder that annual
subs are due. R70-00 for pensioners and
R85-00 for others.
We also welcome our newest member,
Tim Hewitson ZR1TPH. We hope that
your association with us will be long and
enjoyable.
There is also a callsign change that I
have become aware of, Karl-Heinz is now
ZS1KH (previously ZS1KHS).
That is all for the moment, till next time.
Russell ZS1VK

“We welcome our newest
member, Tim Hewitson
ZR1TPH.”

YOUR CTARC CLUB CONTACT DETAILS:
Chairman / Treasurer
Noel – ZS1FW on 021-715-2024 or 084-5281805
Secretary
Russell – ZS1VK can be reached on 021-7129767 or 072-2599430
PO Box 2541 Clareinch 7740
eMail: zs1ct@ctarc.org.za
Website: www.ctarc.org.za
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International Lighthouse and
Lightship this weekend…
Reminder from Rob ZS1SA

Hi All once again
The International Lighthouse and Lightship weekend
is coming up at the Greenpoint Lighthouse this
weekend, 20 and 21 August!
Would all CTARC members wishing to operate and/or
able to assist with station setup or take down please
contact Rob, ZS1SA.
There will be a bring and braai on Saturday evening
(weather permitting) at the Lighthouse , and all are
welcome, fires provided….
(Looking forward to another great Lighthouse
weekend!)
Rob

“The
International
Lighthouse and
Lightship
weekend”
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Shacked Up!
Shack of the Month… Dirk Lotz ZS1X

My Shack………...Cape West Coast
Dirk Lotz
ZS1X

I was licensed in
1991 in my matric
year as a ZR and in
1993 during my National Service I did
the morse test and
became ZS1X.
I
became
totally
hooked on CW and

am still to this day.
My shack consist of
a Yaesu FT950
(Main Rig) running
off a Mightylite 45A
PSU ,
K enwood
TS50 (Backup Rig),
Icom IC-703 (for
QRP and Portable
operation), Icom ICV8000 (2m Rig)
and recently added
a Kenwood TH-D72
Handheld
which
doubles as an APRS
station for portable
and some experimenting.
Also
some
test
equipment, some
used more than
others.
I use a
SignaLink for digital

comms
through
Ham Radio Deluxe
connected to the
FT950.
For CW
operation I use a
Bencher
BY1
Iambic paddle.
My antenna system
consist
of
an
Inverted V for 20 &
40m.
I
am
planning to add a
multiband vertical
soon.
Hope to work you
all on the bands.
Dirk ZS1X
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Other Avenue’s to Explore...by ZS1DFR
Hi again, in this balmy Spring weather, nogal in the middle of August too. Not sure
where Winter went to, but it’s either late or not showing up at all! Winter is a good
time for sitting in the shack and dreaming up new activities or amateur habits to
try out. And bearing in mind the amount of correspondence I’m seeing in emails
about the Repeaters in Cape Town, I figured it might be a good time to talk to you
about the repeaters, and encourage you to try them all. There are 10 of them dotted around the greater peninsula, but we very seldom listen to, or use, anything
but the 750 on Kanonkop, which is a bit of a pity really. So, for those of you who
have forgotten the info on some of these, or those of you who don’t live in the
Western Cape, and would like to know, here goes.
First of all, ALL the 2 metre repeaters in the Western Cape, except the 750, need an 88.5Hz tone programmed on to their received signal to trigger the receiver at the
repeater to listen. Mostly, the purpose of the tone is to stop local
spurious interference that might be on the input of that particular
repeater from triggering the repeater, causing your radio to splutter
in your ear all the time. Up until now, it has been felt that the 750
was such an important channel for all and sundry, and many older
radios don’t have CTCSS tone facilities, that it was wise to have one
repeater that could be triggered by the old radios in case of emergency. Of course, the older radios have slowly phased themselves
out, and most amateurs have radios with tones now, so it will be a
good idea eventually to put a tone on the 750 too, to save us all from irritating intermods breaking through.
So the 750 repeater doesn’t need a CTCSS tone, and is situated on Kanonkop, which is at the Northern end
of the Tygerberg mountain range, easily visible from the N7 on the way to Malmesbury next to that concrete
tower to the East of the N7. I don’t think I need to say more about the 750. Everybody listens to it, most people use it to the exclusion of all others, and it seems very robust. If it does develop a fault, Dave Perry is easily able to reset it from his home very nearby.
The 145.700 repeater has recently been considerably improved by having a new antenna and hard-line coaxial cable installed. The repeater is on the Constantiaberg TV mast (though not at the top!), and definitely
needs an 88.5Hz tone to trigger it. The repeater itself is a high quality Philips repeater, kindly donated by
Omnicon, and works brilliantly. There is a plan to replace the antenna again with a phased pair of antennas,
higher up the mast, which will increase its already impressive range. Hams in Worcester and the centre of
Cape Town can easily be heard and contacted, something which was not previously possible.
There is a 145.775 repeater on Oakdale’s tower, which has a D-STAR repeater on it, for experimentation
with digital communications. Unfortunately, this is an expensive aspect of amateur radio still, and time will
tell whether Mr Ham-in-the-street will easily be able to buy in to digital technology. The cheapest digital rig on
the market will probably remain the Icom IC-2200, with a digital board installed. The
latter costs at least 50% again over and above the cost of the IC2-2200! Don’t overlook
D-STAR, though, because it will be the mode of the future. You will be able to continue
voice comms, and send files and other digital information simultaneously.
The 145.675 repeater is situated on Jonaskop, near Villiersdorp, uses a tone,
and will eventually succeed in being the link to Riversdal, and from there on to
the East Coast all the way up to Div 2, and thence on to Western KZN. It will be
connected to the 145.600 repeater, to gain access to the Peninsula comprehensively, so Capetonians will go in to the 600 repeater, and be relayed up the East
Coast to PE and further. However, you’ll be able to trigger the 675 itself from
various high-sites in the Peninsula, and certainly from the Overberg and Hermanus area.
See Overleaf….
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Other Avenue’s to Explore...Cont:
The 145.650 repeater is on Hawequas, which is a very high spot, quite near the peak of the du Toit’s Kloof
pass, uses an 88.5Hz tone, and has magnificent coverage all over the Boland, up as far as the Matroosberg,
Cederberg, Tulbagh, Ceres, and Eastwards up the N1 beyond Worcester, to de Doorns and perhaps Touwsriver.
The 650 can be triggered from most places in the Peninsula, except Somerset West, and would be a fantastic
place for an APRS digipeater (we can but dream!)
The 145.625 repeater is situated just outside Piketberg, up the Western
coast, direction Namibia. It uses a tone, of course, and will eventually be
linked to the 650, to be able to access the N7 route from as far South as
you can trigger the 650. The equipment at the 625 is a bit elderly, and
funds have recently kindly been donated to enable the working group to
acquire new radios for the 625 site. These will be installed in the not too
distant future, and then the 625 will be accessible from large parts of the
peninsula, including the Western Seaboard behind Lion’s Head. So you
can use the 625 from Sea Point, to talk to your friends in Fishhoek via the
link to the 650! Nice!!
The 600 repeater is the last in this 2 metre list, and is situated on Hanskop, which is that helmet-like knob
sticking out above Sir Lowry’s Pass in the Hottentots Holland mountain range. This is also a very good site, but
subject to large amounts of RF interference from local signals, of which there are scores! So the tone is
necessary, and this repeater will be connected via UHF links, in two ways. Firstly, it is connected to the 675 on
Jonaskop, to be the local link to the East Coast repeater chain, as I mentioned earlier. Secondly, it will be
connected via an UHF link on top of CPUT buildings in Zonnebloem, back to the 650 on du Toit’s Kloof. So there
will be a zig-zag link from the 600, via CPUT to the 650, and on to the 625 at Piketberg. Very comprehensive
indeed!
There are two UHF repeaters to consider using too. At the same site as the 750, on Kanonkop, there is a
434.625Mhz repeater, without a tone, and using a 1.6Mhz split. This means you will programme your
transmitter for 433.025Mhz, and listen on 434.625Mhz. That repeater works very well, and is often used.
The second UHF repeater is at Hanskop, the aforementioned UHF link on Hanskop, which will listen to you on
433.000Mhz, and transmit on 434.600Mhz. No tone is required. This is the radio which receives the relay from
CPUT, allowing Boland operators on the 650 to get in to the East Coast chain. This repeater is giving problems
at the moment and is not working yet.
Lastly, there will very soon be an APRS digipeater, on
144.800Mhz, situated at 500m above sea level, on the Western
slopes of the Helderberg, with callsign ZS0WIN. At present it is on
test at ZS1PVS’ home, and operating well. Install the following
parameters in your UNPROTO path: APRS,WIDE1-1,WIDE2-2 (if
you’re mobile), or APRS,WIDE2-2 (if you’re stationary), and you
will trigger the digipeater from most parts of the peninsula. View
the beacons currently visible on http://aprs.fi homing in to the
Western Cape, or listen on 144.800Mhz, and drive your version
of UI-View using the audio from your 2m radio via your PC’s
soundcard’s mike-in.
See Overleaf:
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Other Avenue’s to Explore...Cont:
If you’ve absorbed all this, then you are very attentive, and I thank you.
The point of it all, is to make you aware again of the other options you
have to use in the Western Cape. So, if you have a friend, with whom you
can’t speak using a simplex frequency, make a sked with him/her to use
another repeater which will also serve your purpose, and see what you
can achieve. Consider also working your way through all the repeaters
with your friend, hopping through the list, making notes of which repeaters you can access, so that you know what is available to you, in case
one of the others stops working, and you need an alternative. Leaving
your radio on the 750 all day can be a rather soul-destroying activity, particularly if you’re not interested in the subject matter being discussed
(with humble apologies to all amateurs, including myself! Not everybody
enjoys talking with, or listening to, all other amateurs – that’s just a fact
of life).
All of the information I’ve just passed on, will be available in a weekly
bulletin due to be put out by the Repeater Working Group from now on,
to the group’s members, and that includes the club representatives, to
distribute as they see fit. It is my intention to organise for the weekly bulletin to be visible on CTARC’s website, and updated every week, so that
you will be able to see immediately the most current info on all the repeaters we can use.

“If you’ve absorbed all
this, then you are very
attentive, and I thank
you.”

This will be an enormously useful source of information, and I hope you
will use it extensively.
Greetings and best wishes,
Dave ZS1DFR
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Contest Corner…

Dirk ZS1X

CONTEST CORNER
#5

By Dirk Lotz, ZS1X

Upcoming Local Events in September – Also see the SARL web: http://
www.sarl.org.za/public/contests/contestrules.asp
3 September

-

ZS6JVT Spring 40m Youth Contest

17 & 18 September

-

SARL VHF/UHF Analogue Contest

24 September
Heritage Day Sprint
Upcoming International Events in September – See this link for more detail
http://www.ncjweb.com/contestcal.php Only some of the bigger contests
have been mentioned below.
3 & 4 September

-

All Asian DX Phone Contest

4 September

-

DARC 10m Digital Contest

10 & 11 September

-

WAE DX Contest, SSB

17 & 18 September

-

Scandinavian Activity Contest, CW

24 & 25 September

-

CQ Worldwide DX Contest, RTTY

73’s
de
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Watts Up?
IN FOR THE HIGH JUMP
The South African Press Association (SAPA) released the following report
on 06 August 2011:
Johannesburg – The Boksburg Magistrate's Court on 05.08.2011 found plane spotter Julian Swift guilty of illegally
possessing a radio receiver and using it to listen to air traffic communications, the editor of the SA Flyer magazine
said. "He was found guilty on two charges and ordered to pay R5 000 or spend 10 months in jail," Guy Leitch said.
Swift, 52, was arrested at OR Tambo International Airport in February 2010 after officials saw him taking photos of
landing planes. He was found with a radio receiver that cannot transmit, but is still illegal without a radio license
under the Regulation of Interception of Communications and Provision of Communication-Related Information Act.
The Independent Communications Authority of SA requires an operator of a receiver to qualify as a radio amateur.
Leitch said air traffic communications were easily accessible via internet live-streaming audio or at the High Flyers
Bar at the end of OR Tambo's airstrip. Swift, therefore, was accessing information which was freely available and
should never have been charged.
Plane spotting is the observation and logging of an aircraft's registration numbers, colour scheme, modifications
and other points of interest, as a hobby. In many countries, plane spotters co‑operate with police in reporting anything suspicious as a measure to target terrorism. – (SAPA)
This short press report signalled the end of a court case with possible serious implications for our hobby.
The ICASA Radio Regulations are very clear and unambiguous and briefly state that no person may own equipment
capable of receiving above 30 MHz without the appropriate license and no mention is made of any concession for
radio amateurs to receive outside their allocated bands. The Postmaster General of the old Department of Post
and Telegraphs issued a concession for hams to listen to the air band, as many VHF transceivers have that facility
built in. However, I do not know whether this is still the case today and I cannot find any reference to that concession.
ICASA testified during the trial that it “requires an operator of a receiver to qualify as a radio amateur.” This is a
very interesting statement, as it possibly means that the original Postmaster General concession is still in force. If
not, then the hams are walking on thin ice with their equipment above 30 MHz capable of receiving out of band.
Julian Swift said after his trial that he can accept the fine, but is devastated by his criminal record and will probably
not be able to find employment again. The single most important fact around this case, is the criminal record that
hams will face when convicted with equipment not complying with the regulations. I certainly hope that amateur
radio soon clears this matter with ICASA.
SERIOUS TOWER ACCIDENT
The Rapid City Journal in the USA published the following report on 19 July 2011:
As a group of South Dakota hams were dismantling a 30,5 m (110 foot) tower outside of Hot Springs on Saturday
16 July, a gust of wind toppled the final section, trapping two local hams underneath. Tim Anderson K0OR, 54, and
Tom Embree NC0K, were transported to Rapid City Regional Hospital via helicopter, where Anderson died of his
injuries. Embree underwent surgery on Sunday and is expected to have more on Wednesday; he remains in serious
condition. Both are members of the Hot Springs Amateur Radio Club; Anderson was the club’s president. Hot
Springs is located about 91 km south of Rapid City.
According to Fall River County Emergency Manager Frank Maynard, members of the Hot Springs ARC had taken
down all but the final 9,5 m section of the tower. As the ground crew was just beginning to release the guy wires, a
gust of wind blew the tower over with Anderson and Embree still on it. The tower then collapsed on top of them.
See Overleaf...
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Watts Up?

...Cont:

Maynard said that the men were helping the club take down the tower that
was no longer in use. The tower’s owner offered the structure to the club
and they were planning to move it to a new location.
According to John Embree, his brother Tom – a Vietnam Veteran who had
just retired from a 25 year career in law enforcement – was new to the
area, “After being in Hot Springs for only a month, he was out helping move
that radio tower,” John Embree wrote on the Rapid City Journal’s discussion
board. “Tom is undergoing surgery on Wednesday for his injuries. He had
his skull drilled to remove a blood clot there. He has a broken pelvis that
they are going to try to pin and glue back together. His jaw was broken
badly and they will try to fix that somehow. But he is a tough old guy and
with a little help, he will recover.” – (Rapid City Journal)
“When planning
work on your
tower, include
a safety officer
for the event.”

This is a very sad incident and proof that all caution and safety rules must
be observed when working on towers and antennas – no exceptions. One
should never climb a tower which is not properly secured as designed, no
matter how safe it may seem. In this instance, the workers should have
climbed down before the guy wires were released.
The golden rule is never to climb your tower alone or without a certified
safety harness. Being alone on your tower means that nobody is there to
assist if you experience a heart attack or injure yourself. Also, when planning work on your tower, include a safety officer for the event. Any person
with common sense can fill the role of “safety officer” for the day, by being
present and critically observing all activities. The safety officer’s task is to
ensure that safety harnesses are tethered, that everyone is clear of tools
being used on the tower, that guy ropes are fixed, and to generally keep his
eyes peeled for dangerous situations. Ensuring the safety of everyone on
site is not a difficult task and well worth the effort.
Please obtain professional advice on safe tower work from ham radio publications, such as the ARRL Antenna Handbook and others.
Wishing you good DX
Deon ZS1ZL
Edition 63

“Duct tape is like the force. It has a light side, a dark side, and it holds the universe together.” – Carl Zwanzig
Deon Erwin ZS1ZL supplies the drive current to push the Watts Up? Send him your news, views, tips, tricks, traps and questions on the CTARC
email address or CTARC telephone number. Views expressed are not necessarily those of the Editor or the CTARC Committee.
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Swop Shop and
“Surplus to Requirements”…..
FOR SALE
TenTec Argonaut 509 transceiver. - with 50 W pwr supply, Xtal calibrator.
No mods. Good condx. All manuals. R500
ICOM 735 transceiver. No mods. Good condx. R1000
MFJ tunable DSP filter. No mods. Good condx, R500
Yaesu FT-726R. All mode tribander, UHF/VHF No mods. R1000
RF proof DC Power supply - 15 volts 30 amps. Professionally built as described in ARRL Handbook several years ago. R300
Yaesu FRG-7 Communications rcceiver. Good condx, R50
Yaesu FRG-7000 Communications receiver. Good condx. R200
The following are free for the taking:
PAKRATT Model PK-232MBX
Sansei model SE-350 transistoried Signal Tracer
Tech Grid Dip Meter (model TE15) 440 KHz to 280 MHz
Sangyo model ME-OE SWR-Power meter 3.5 0 to 145 MHz
LodeStar model 330 SWE -Power meter. 1.8 to 520 Mhz
Tektronix dual beam 5103N Oscilloscope. NOT working - blown fuse in HT supply - why?
- with all manuals.
73
Leon, ZS1CI
Leon Isaacson, ZS1CI
28 Llandudno Rd., Llandudno, Cape Town. South Africa. 7806
ph: 021-7902063

FOR SALE:
“COME ON EVERYONE SEND
YOUR SWOPS IN TO THE
EDITOR WITH PICS AND
PRICES…………….
YOU NEVER KNOW !”

Please Note!
Gentlemen and Ladies
too, please let the Editor,
(Anne) know if your goods
are sold or you want to
add or remove items.
Please send requests to
Anne at
zs1ct@ctarc.org.za before
the 10th of the month preceding the Newsletter.

Ideal Starter Rig
DRAKE model TR-22C 2 meter FM transceiver.
CTCSS board installed
Crystalled for the most popular local channels: 145.650,
145.800, 145.750 and 145.700 repeaters and 145.50,
145.425, 144.625, 144.675 145.750 simplex.
R350.00

Contact Rob ZS1SA
on 021 447 3578.

ADVERTISEMENTS AND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
BIRTHDAY WISHES
To all our club members who celebrate their birthdays in the coming
month,
may your special day herald a fantastic year ahead and bring you all that
you
would wish for yourself and lots of good signal reports.

2/9 Richard Brown ZS1RIC

18/9 Buddy McCullem ZS1MP

7/9 Peter Saul ZS1OA

19/9 Tony McEwen ZS1TM

9/9 Brian Young ZR1AF

Delivering
solutions

WSP Group is a broadly based engineering consultancy providing design and
management services to the property, land and construction sectors. Our skills
cover the whole field of the built environment worldwide, specialising in electrical,
electronic, mechanical and refrigeration engineering services, as well as comprehensive environmental consulting, in South Africa.
For more information on WSP contact: Peter Hodgkinson or Alan Keen
Tel: ++27 (0) 21 481 8700 or our Website: http://www.wspgroup.co.za

←
WSP

KINDLY ASSISTS CTARC BY
SUPPLYING HARD COPIES OF THIS NEWSLETTER TO THOSE WHO DO NOT HAVE
INTERNET CAPABILITIES.
Thank you WSP

Disclaimer.
Note: The Editor nor any club member shall not be held liable for errors and/or omissions in any article and/or drawing contained in this
newsletter. Furthermore, any view expressed is not necessarily that of the Editor, any committee member or other members of the Club.
If copyright is infringed, it is not intentional but, is published as a free service to Amateur Radio operators and friends and is not for profit or gain.

